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Scienscope Expands Partnership with Restronics 
 
Chino, CA — June  2018 — Scienscope International, a leading American supplier of 
cabinet style micro-focus X-ray systems, is pleased to announce that it has partnered with 
Restronics as its newest manufacturers’ representative. Steve Clair will represent 
Scienscope’s X-ray and component counting technology in Upstate NY and Tony Molina will 
represent the company in AZ and New Mexico effective immediately.  
 
Don Jeka, National Sales and Marketing Manager, Scienscope, commented: "Scienscope is 
pleased to add Restronics representation in two additional territories. Our experience 
working together, and their obvious professionalism and knowledge creates an excellent 
opportunity for a productive relationship promoting our X-ray inspection and component 
counting products." 
 
Serving the electronics manufacturing industry for more than 35 years, the Restronics 
group has locations all over the country. Restronics is a consultative OEM sales rep 
organization that helps educate its customers to improve their processes and productivity. 
 
For more information about Restronics in these territories, email tmolina@restronics.com 
or sclair@restronics.com, or visit www.restronics.com.  
 
For more information, please email Scienscope at info@scienscope.com, call 1-800-216-
1800 or visit www.scienscope.com.  
 

 
### 

 
About Scienscope International 
Scienscope was founded in 1994 to meet the growing need for reliable and affordable general-
purpose optical and video inspection solutions for the electronics and PCB industries. The company 
began with basic stereo zoom microscopes used for SMT inspection and rework of circuit boards and 
electromechanical assemblies with a commitment to quality, value and support. Over the past 20 
years, Scienscope has evolved to become a complete inspection solution provider, offering both 
offline and inline X-Ray systems, Video coordinate measurement systems, Video inspection systems, 
and microscopes to meet a wide variety of applications and manufacturing quality requirements.  
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